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Abstract—A system able to extract and recommend technical
terms from various domains is proposed in this paper. The
motivation is to provide keywords that users may not be familiar
with in the beginning but will be interested in after studying. To
acquire domain knowledge, we collect documents from various
sources, and the words in the documents are then represented as
semantic word vectors. Given queries from users, the system first
extracts important terms from given documents and computes
the semantic similarity between those terms. Next, we utilize third
party common-sense knowledge bases such as ConceptNet and
Wikipedia to connect the queries to those extracted keywords
through the network structures. Finally, the system will collect
all keywords traversed and recommend the top-n of them.

We propose and compare four models for the recommendation,
and the differences between using ConceptNet and Wikipedia for
discovering related knowledge are also investigated in this work.

Index Terms—sense knowledge, recommender, information
extraction

I. INTRODUCTION

When engaging in creative thinking, people tend to link
different ideas from various domains. Nevertheless, connecting
ideas from different domains is rather hard. To effectively
connect ideas from different domains, one needs to possess
enough professional knowledge within the field. Therefore,
this paper aims at designing and implementing a recommender
system that extracts useful and critical information from
documents in different domains and recommends “related
yet cross-domain” keywords from other fields using Chinese
common-sense knowledge base. Using unsupervised machine
learning techniques, the system will expand the user’s query
by computing its similarity with words in common-sense
knowledge base. Intermediary terms from query expansion
are later used as inputs to search for cross-domain related
keywords that the system will recommend for the user.

Unsupervised information extraction techniques largely use
statistics and linguistic methods to compute the importance
of each word. For instance, to identify important keywords,
we may look for technical terminologies or terms that appear
frequently in a document [1], [2], or use grammatical analysis
[3] or sentence clustering [4], [5]. One advantage of these
methods is that there is no need to obtain human-labeled
training data. The above methods can also be used to train

data from different domains and different languages. However,
the disadvantage is that they rely too much on the occurrence
of a word. If a keyword rarely appears in the documents, it is
likely to be overlooked. Furthermore, statistical methods are
suitable for long documents but not for short documents. They
usually perform unsatisfactory on the short documents, where
statistical information is inadequate.

We choose the supervised information extraction method
as it provides better recommendation performance and we
try to overcome the disadvantage by designing an “automatic
labeling” module for the system to reduce the labeling time.

In this paper, we propose a recommender system that
combines common-sense knowledge base with a search engine
built upon word embedding. Users can search by simple query
to get a more comprehensive multi-domains results. The sys-
tem uses word embedding to link information extracted from
different domains. Thus, after query expansion, the system can
more accurately recommend cross-domain results to the users.

After reviewing related works and systems in Section 2, we
continue to introduce the proposed architecture for our cross-
domain recommender system in Section 3. Then in Section 4,
we implement the proposed system and conduct corresponding
experiments in Section 5. At last, we discuss the results and
conclude our current work and future work.

II. RELATED WORK

For Chinese common-sense knowledge base, there are “Chi-
nese WordNet” 1, “E-HowNet” 2, “ConceptNet” from MIT
Media Lab [6], [7] and “Traditional Chinese Wikipedia” from
Wikipedia.

Related Chinese-based knowledge recommender systems
include “RM i5E Platform” 3 developed by Industrial Tech-
nology Research Institute(ITRI). Another work from Yuan,
et al (2015) [8] uses ConceptNet common-sense knowledge
base to assist experienced or inchoate designers to improve
the quality of reframing and frame creation process. In the
paper of Cambria, E. et al (2010) [9], the author combines
ConceptNet and WordNet to form a new “semantic network”.

1Chinese Wordnet: http://lope.linguistics.ntu.edu.tw/cwn2/
2E-HowNet: http://ehownet.iis.sinica.eud.tw/
3RM i5E Platform: http://www.ithome.com.tw/people/108339



The author later uses this grouping result to analyze sentiment
of a given document.

III. CROSS-DOMAIN RECOMMENDATION ARCHITECTURE

Firstly, we need to obtain “sematic network” from both third
party common-sense knowledge base and our own labeled
knowledge base. Our own labeled knowledge base came
from documents provided by Industrial Technology Research
Institute; therefore, we will refer it as the ITRI knowledge
base. The system has an “automatic labeling” module labeling
keywords from the given documents. We will use the labeled
keywords to train our own knowledge base.

The system would be designed to recommend related techni-
cal keywords from our own knowledge base based on a user’s
query. To accomplish this goal, the system has a “cross-domain
recommendation” module that firstly expands user’s queries
using several proposed query expansion methods. Next the
system will use those expanded intermediary terms to search
for related technical keywords in our own knowledge base.

Here, we propose four recommending methods. The first
two skip query expansion and recommend keywords directly
from the knowledge base. The next two methods firstly per-
form query expansion and then use expanded intermediary
terms to search for keywords in the knowledge base.

Figure 1 and figure 2 illustrate the structures of our cross-
domain recommendation system. We name the proposed four
methods as M1, M2, M3, and M4. M1 will recommend
related technical keywords directly from the ITRI knowledge
base. M2 will recommend related keywords directly from
ConceptNet. M3 and M4 will perform query expansion using
ConceptNet, and Wikipeida first. And we will obtain related
intermediary terms form the above two common-sense knowl-
edge bases. The system will then use these intermediary terms
to search for related technical keywords in the ITRI knowledge
base.

Fig. 1. cross-domain recommendation architecture (M1 and M2)

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE RECOMMENDER SYSTEM

We will firstly address how to construct our own ITRI
knowledge base. Next, we will give detailed explanation about
how to construct the “cross-domain recommendation” module
using word embedding.

Fig. 2. cross-domain recommendation architecture (M3 and M4)

A. ITRI Knowledge Base

To train our own knowledge base, we need to preprocess our
documents to obtain a corpus from the given documents. Doc-
uments provided by ITRI have two main categories, documents
with technical information and with general needs information.
Technical documents are obtained from the following sources:
MaterialNet 4, INSIDE 5, TechOrange 6 and documents from
ITRI. General needs documents are obtained from the follow-
ing sources: MyDesy 7, CommonHealth Magazine 8, Parenting
Magazine 9, Global Views Monthly Magazine 10, and Ministry
of Health and Welfare 11.

Figure 3 illustrates the process of constructing the ITRI
knowledge base. After obtaining the documents, we use the
CKIP (Chinese Knowledge and Information Processing) word
segmentation service to perform word segmentation and obtain
our training corpus that includes both technical keywords
and general needs keywords. Finally, we can construct the
ITRI knowledge base from the obtained corpus using the
word2vec toolkit [10]. The knowledge base will then have
both general needs and technical keywords that are ready for
the recommender system.

Fig. 3. Process of Constructing ITRI Knowledge Base

B. Cross-domain Recommendation

To combine the common-sense knowledge base and our own
ITRI knowledge base, we use four corpora from Wikipedia,
ConceptNet, ITRI technical documents, and ITRI general
needs documents to train their word embedding using the
word2vec toolkit.

Using word embedding enables us to quantify the similarity
between each word so that we can combine various semantic
networks. In particular, the similarity is measured by cosine
similarity score.

4MaterialNet: https://www.materialsnet.com.tw/
5INSIDE: https://www.inside.com.tw/
6TechOrange: https://buzzorange.com/techorange/
7MyDesy: https://www.mydesy.com/
8CommonHealth Magazine: http://www.commonhealth.com.tw/
9Parenting Magazine: https://www.parenting.com.tw/
10Global Views Monthly Magazine: https://www.gvm.com.tw/
11Ministry of Health and Welfare: https://www.mohw.gov.tw/mp-1.html



The use of the four corpora can provide the system with
various benefits. We use Wikipedia and ConceptNet to expand
the user’s original query and obtain more related words. It is
expected that more intermediary terms related to the needs
keywords in the ITRI knowledge base so that the system
can search for more diverse keywords using intermediary
terms. By training needs keywords together with the technical
keywords in the same knowledge base, we are able to search
for related technical keywords whose average similarity to
those expanded intermediary terms is higher. Table I contains
basic information of the four corpora introduced above.

TABLE I
BASIC INFORMATION FOR EACH CORPUS

Corpus

Information Wikipedia ConceptNet ITRI needs
documents

ITRI tech-
nical docu-
ments

Word
Embedding
Algorithm

word2vec
CBOW

ConceptNet
Number-
batch
[7]

word2vec
CBOW

word2vec
CBOW

Number
of Chinese
Words

660,000 50,000 36,000 48,000

Keywords
for Training
Model

25,103,000 5,513,000 3,045,000 2,622,000

C. Implementation Process for the Four Methods

Figure 4 and figure 5 summarize the implementation process
for M1 and M2.

Fig. 4. Implementation process for M1

Fig. 5. Implementation process for M2

Next, we will discuss how to obtain the final search results
using the expanded intermediary terms from ConceptNet, and
Wikipeida.

After obtaining the expanded intermediary terms, we will
use them as input queries to search for final related technical

keywords in the ITRI knowledge base. But, how can we mea-
sure the similarity between each word in the ITRI knowledge
base with all the related intermediary terms? We can easily
get the final top-n related technical keywords by sorting all
the similarity score in the word vectors. Nevertheless, this
method may result in a significant problem that the final results
may only be related to specific one or two intermediary terms
rather than all the intermediary terms. Then this will lose the
original purpose of expanding user’s query using common-
sense knowledge base. Therefore, to avoid the problem, we use
average cosine similarity to determine the final top-n results.

Figure 6 illustrates the implementation process of M3
and M4, and figure 7 shows how to calculate the average
cosine similarity. Q1, Q2, ..., Qm denotes the intermediary
terms. W1,W2, ...,Wn represents all the words in the ITRI
knowledge base. The similarity score between each pair of Q’s
and W ’s word vectors is calculated and averaged in column
direction. After the calculation, W1,W2, ...,Wn are sorted
according to the scores, and are denoted as X1, X2, ..., Xn.
We then choose the final top-n keywords to recommend
from X1, X2, ..., Xn. The averaging method ensures that the
recommended words are related to all intermediary terms
rather than only a few of them.

Fig. 6. Implementation process for M3 and M4

Fig. 7. Calculating Average Similarity

V. EXPERIMENT

We select one testing query to show the results of our
proposed recommender system. For M1 and M2, the system
will output the final 10 keywords directly. For M3 and M4, the
system will first obtain 10 related intermediary terms through
query expansion, and use these 10 intermediary terms to search
for the final 10 keywords. The final 10 keywords are then
recommended to users.

Tabel II shows the results of the testing query, 藥
物(medicine). Since the system aims at building a Traditional
Chinese based recommender system, the results will be shown
in Traditional Chinese coupled with English translation.

For more results, please see the link or our demo website.

https://goo.gl/vza2Xk
http://140.112.31.187:8000/paperdemo


TABLE II
RESULTS USING TESTING QUERY藥物(MEDICINE)

Methods Return keywords

M1 (ITRI knowledge base)

水楊酸(Salicylic Acid)
蓖麻油(Caster Oil)
光波導(Optical Waveguide)
氧化(Oxidation)
VitriBand (Cell-Free Bandage-Type Arti-
ficial Skin)
PET (Positron Emission Tomography)
微藻(Microalgae)
DEHP (Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate)
人工皮(Artificial Skin)
甲醇(Methanol)

M2 (ConceptNet) 藥物(Medicine)
藥劑(Pharmaceutics)

M3 (ConceptNet + ITRI
knowledge base)

Intermediary terms: same as M2
Recommended keywords:
水楊酸(Salicylic Acid)
蓖麻油(Caster Oil)
人工(Artificial)
DEHP (Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate)
甲醇(Methanol)
光波導(Optical Waveguide)
氧化(Oxidation)
尿素(Urea)
PET (Positron Emission Tomography)
VitriBand (Cell-Free Bandage-Type Arti-
ficial Skin)

M4 (Wikipedia + ITRI
knowledge base)

Intermediary terms:
抗生素(Antibiotic)
用藥(Medication)
藥品(Drug)
類藥物(Drugs)
鎮靜劑(Sedative)
處方(Prescription)
抗病毒(Antiviral)
療法( Therapy)
該藥(Medicine)
藥劑(Pharmacy)
Recommended keywords:
水楊酸(Salicylic Acid)
人工皮(Artificial Skin)
蓖麻油(Caster Oil)
甲醇(Methanol)
尿素(Urea)
DEHP (Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate)
VitriBand (Cell-Free Bandage-Type Arti-
ficial Skin)
PET (Positron Emission Tomography)
DBP Oxidation (Degradation of Dibutyl
Phthalate)
TDI Phthalates (Phthalates Tolerable
Daily Intake)

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The final results from the above experiments show that the
system serves its purpose of recommending related keywords
for the users. However, the recommended keywords will be
slightly different depending on the methods.

M1 gives keywords ranging from general keywords to more
technical keywords. M2, however, gives only very general
keywords since ConceptNet knowledge base does not contain
many technical keywords.

M3 and M4 expand the queries using ConceptNet and

Wikipedia. These will provide 10 intermediary terms that are
related to our original queries. The system will recommend
10 final keywords with highest average cosine similarity to
all the 10 intermediary terms. After expansion, we can see
that the system recommends keywords slightly differently. M3
generally produces keywords that are less technical than M4
since intermediary terms obtained from ConceptNet are less
technical than Wikipedia.

As can be observed from the results of the intermediary
terms of Table II and Table III, ConceptNet usually pro-
vides more general vocabularies yet Wikipedia outputs more
technical terms. Since Wikipedia contains more technical and
professional details on the web page, the intermediary terms
obtained from Wikipedia can result in a better search for the
technical keywords from the ITRI knowledge base.

A final note is that the ITRI knowledge base is rather small
compared to ConceptNet and Wikipedia. This could explain
why even though the system is able to recommend differently
based on different methods, the recommended keywords are
greatly overlapping. In the future, we plan to generate more
labeled data with the “automatic labeling” module. We believe
that the system will have a better performance with more
labeled data. Besides, we will also explore the possibility to
combine or modify the four proposed models to improve the
quality of recommendation.
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